
U.S. stock indexes ended mixed on Friday, 
with the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
posting a weekly loss after monthly 
employment data from the Labor 
Department came in far weaker than had 
been anticipated. The employment report 
sparked fresh questions about the job 
market?s recovery from the COVID-19 
pandemic amid the spread of the delta 
variant.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA fell 
74.73 points, or 0.2%, to 35,369.09. The 
S&P 500 SPX slipped 1.52 points, or less 
than 0.1%, to 4,535.43. The Nasdaq 
Composite Index COMP rose 32.34 points, 
or 0.2%, to 15,363.52.

For the week, the Dow saw a modest 0.2% 
loss, while the S&P 500 gained 0.6% and the 
Nasdaq posted a weekly advance of 1.6% 

according to FactSet data.
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In August , st ocks rem ained posit ive

August marked the seventh consecutive 
month of gains for the market. S&P 500 
rose 2.9%, Nasdaq surged 4% for its third 
consecutive month of gains, and Dow Jones 
Industrial Average gained 1.2%. The FTSE 
100 Index gained 1.2% in August for its best 
monthly performance since April. A 
10-month winning streak ended in 
December 2017, which was the longest 
winning streak since February 2009. 
Additionally, August was the benchmark's 
9th positive month in a row. This index has 

closed 53 records so far in 2021. In August, 
ten of eleven S&P 500 sectors rose, led by 
financials, up 5%. All 11 sectors have had 
positive year-to-date returns. September is 
traditionally the toughest month for stocks. 
According to CFRA, the S&P 500 has lost an 
average of 0.56% in September since 1945, 
although it has increased three out of the 
past four years.

Layof fs and unem ploym ent  drop in t he 
US but  jobs rem ain weak

According to the US Department of Labor, 
initial unemployment claims declined last 
week to their lowest levels since March 
2020. For the week ending August 28th, 
first-time jobless claims totaled 340,000, 
compared with the Dow Jones estimate of 
345,000. It is the lowest level of initial claims 
since 14 March 2020, when first-time claims 
totaled 256,000 just before the COVID-19 
pandemic caused a historic spike. In 
addition to the decrease in layoffs, the 
economy created a disappointing 235,000 
jobs in August, marking a 24-year low. 
According to Dow Jones, economists 
surveyed anticipated 720,000 new job 
openings. This was in line with estimates 
that the unemployment rate would drop to 
5.2% from 5.4%. Although jobless claims 
have dropped to their lowest levels since 
the early days of the pandemic, a large 
employment gap still exists.



HEADLINERS

After the Supreme Court struck down the 
national eviction ban last week, more than 
11 million Americans behind on their rent 
are at risk of losing their homes. 
Nevertheless, at least five states and 
Washington, D.C. will continue to prohibit 
evictions. Illinois will do so until September 
19th; California?s ban will last through 
September 30th; and New York, New Jersey, 
and D.C. keep their bans until January 2022. 
New Mexico also has an eviction 
moratorium in effect, and an expiration 
date has not yet been announced.

According to the US Department of 
Treasury's annual report, the Social Security 
trust fund will run out of money in 12 years, 
one year sooner than expected. In addition 
to shrinking retirement payments and 
rising health care costs for older Americans, 
the outlook, influenced by the COVID 
pandemic, also threatens to shrink 
retirement payments. Treasury Department 
officials reported that the Old Age and 
Survivors trust fund can pay benefits until 
only 2033, a year sooner than reported last 
year. By 2057, the Disability Insurance fund 
is expected to be adequately funded, eight 
years later than the date published in 2020.
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US hom e sales slow  m ont hly

According to the National Association of 
Realtors, signed contracts to purchase 
previously owned homes decreased 1.8% in 
July from June. A forward-looking indicator 
of closed sales in one to two months, 
pending sales, were down 8.5% compared 
with July last year. There was an 18% 
increase in the median price of an existing 
home in July, with most of that activity 
occurring at the higher end, which skewed 
that figure higher. Realtors' pending sales 
index fell 6.6% in the Northeast 
month-to-month and 16.9% year-over-year. 
The Midwest recorded a decrease of 3.3% 
for the month and 8.5% from July 2020. In 
the South, sales declined 0.9% for the 
month and 6.7% on an annual basis. Sales 
in the West were up 1.9% monthly but 
down 5.7% annually.

New Coronavirus st rain poses a t hreat

According to the WHO, a new coronavirus 
variant called "Mu" has the potential to 
erode the immunity provided by earlier 
infections or vaccinations against 
COVID-19. Colombia was the first country 
to detect the new variant, but at least 39 
other countries have since detected it. 
Currently, four variants are being 
monitored, including the Delta, which was 
first detected in India and is the most 
prevalent strain circulating in the United 
States; the Alpha first detected in the UK; 
the Beta, first detected in South Africa and 
the Gamma, first detected in Brazil. 
Generally, a variant of concern is a mutated 
strain that is more contagious, more 
deadly, or more resistant to current 
vaccines and treatments.



Shares of Uber Technologies Inc. UBER fell 
2.6% as the ride-sharing company was set 
to benefit from a potential investment in 
China-based rival Didi Global Inc. DIDI by 
China?s government, according to Gordon 
Haskett analyst Robert Mollins. Shares of 
Didi rose 2.4%.

Kraft Heinz Co. KHC disclosed Friday that it 

will pay a $62 million civil penalty to settle 
an investigation by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission into accounting 
policies, procedures, and internal controls. 
Its stock dipped 0.7%.

Shares of Apple Inc. AAPL rose 0.4% after 
Wedbush?s longtime bullish analyst Dan 
Ives said underlying demand for iPhones 
continues to look strong ahead of the 
launch of the newest version.
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Consumer confidence in the US plunged to 
a six-month low in August as soaring 
COVID-19 infections and higher inflation 
dampened the outlook for the economy. 
Furthermore, the Conference Board survey 
showed consumers were less confident 
about the labor market and less likely to 
purchase a home or big-ticket items over 
the next six months.

Single-family home prices in 20 key urban 
markets rose at their fastest pace on record 

in June, according to the S&P CoreLogic 
Case-Shiller composite index. From an 
upwardly revised 17.1% in the 12 months 
through May, the top metropolitan areas 
gained 19.1% through June, marking the 
largest annual price increase in the survey's 
two decades. Reuters polled economists 
and predicted an increase of 18.5%. 
Phoenix, San Diego, and Seattle had the 
largest year-over-year gains in June.



Retirement choices can be intimidating. Click to learn about picking the right 
strategy.

                Randall Fielder
(713-955-3555, Randall@park10financial.com)
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Do you have questions about your stimulus check, the 
CARES Act, recession, SBA loans, finances, the market or the 
economy?

Park 10 Financial has the knowledge and expertise to 
answer all of your concerns. 

Em ail:  info@park10f inancial.com  
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